API Marine

API Marine is a house of competence, where development, design and production processes are united in unique products and systems for tank installations and monitoring within marine and industry. Our International Headquarters and factory facilities are situated in Aalborg, Denmark.

In full control

API Marine develops and produces a range of products for surveillance of liquid cargo and monitoring during voyage, loading and unloading. API Marine supplies the complete range of sensors needed for full cargo control as well as the calculation and administration software combining the integrated solutions of Smart Tank Cargo Control.
Tanker “Mekhanik Sazonov” in the Dardanelles Strait

Series of 10 tankers of project 19614 built at Zavod Krasnoe Sormovo Shipyard for V.F. Tanker shipping company.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.

Tanker “Sanar-3” in the Mediterranean Sea

Series of 3 tankers of project 00216 built at Okskaya Shipyard in 2009-2010. Ship owner: Yug Rusi.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.
Tanker “VF-12” Marmara Sea

Series of 10 tankers of project 19614 built at Zavod Krasnoe Sormovo Series of 22 tankers of project RST27 built at Zavod Krasnoe Sormovo Shipyard and at Okskaya Shipyard in 2011-2012 V.F.Tanker shipping company.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors. Shipyard for V.F.Tanker shipping company.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.

Tanker “Alexander Shemagin” during sea trials on Volga River

Series of 5 tankers of project RST25 built at Nobel Shipyard (Rybinsk, Russia) and Lotos Shipyard (Narimanov) for MPR-Tanker shipping company.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.
Tanker “SVL Unity” at Kherson Shipyard

Series of 3 tankers of project RST27 was built at Kherson Shipyard (Ukraine) in 2012-2013 for company SVL Maritime (Malta), 2 tankers “SVL Pride” and “SVL Glory” were built at Zavod Krasnoe Sormovo Shipyard.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.

Tanker “Bavly” on Neva River

Series of 2 tankers of project RST25 built at Zelenodolsky Shipyard (Tatarstan) for OOO Nafta-Invest.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.
Tanker “Bakhtiyar Vakhabzade” being launched at Besiktas Shipyard

Series of 10 tankers of project “Armada” built at Besiktas Shipyard (Turkey) and at Armada Shipyard (Turkey) ordered by Palmali group.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.

Tanker “Sumbar” maneuvering in the port of Turkmenbashi


Tanker Class - KM*Icel [1] R2 AUT1- ICS OMBO LI VCS Oil Tanker (ESP) Russian Maritime Register of Shipping. Design of the vessel of DWT 9677 allows to transport a wide range of cargoes (3 types of cargo simultaneously), while the tanker is able to reach the speed of up to 10.5 knots.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Integrated Automation System with a set of sensors.
Tanker “Kseniya” of project 2734 during launch at Baltiysky Zavod


For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied the Overfill Alarm system TSS/Alarm with a set of sensors.

Arctic tanker “Kapitan Gotsky” at the ice terminal “Varandey”

Series of arctic tankers “Vasily Dinkov”, “Timofey Guzhenko” and “Kapitan Gotsky” built at SAMSUNG Shipyard for a Russian company SKF Group. Tankers of 247 m length and 70 000 tons DWT are designed for transportation of oil from “Varandey” terminal to “Lukoil” in the Arctic.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied Remote Fuel Control system with a set of sensors.
Tanker “Titan” for collecting oily water during sea trials in the Black Sea

Environmental vessel for collecting oily water of project SLV-800, built at Kerch shipyard Kranship in 2012, ordered by Transneft for use at the specialized oil harbor “Kozmino”.

Combined car-bulk vessel of project RST54

Series of 20 tankers-platforms of project RST54, construction started at Okskaya Shipyards in 2013, ordered by «VF Tanker», Class: River Register.
Tankers “Valentin Gruzdev” and “Dmitry Pokrovsky”

Tankers “Valentin Gruzdev” and “Dmitry Pokrovsky” of project RST27, built at Zavod Krasnoe Sormovo Shipyard in 2014 for Moskovskoye Rechnoye Parokhodstvo.

Bunker tanker of project RT18

Series of 3 bunker takers of project under construction at Yaroslavsky Shipyard, ordered by “Rechvodput”, Class: River Register.
Tanker “Atlantis Alicante”

Atlantis Alicante NB 77 was constructed at Selah Shipyard in Tuzla and went on her maiden voyage in September 2017.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Cargo
TSS / Alarm
TSS / BMS4
Masterload

Tanker “Atlantis Augusta”

In September 2015 the construction of 2 new tankers of 5850 dwt started. NB 149 Atlantis Augusta was built in Tuzla at Selay Shipyard and was launched in January 2017.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Cargo
TSS / Alarm
TSS / BMS4
Masterload
Icebreaking arctic tanker
NB515

The tanker will be built to operate from the Yamal Peninsula to Europe and Asia.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Cargo
TSS / Alarm
TSS / RSS

Tanker Project RST27

Chemical tanker of Project RST27 built for shipping company Volgotrans.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Cargo
TSS / Alarm
TSS / Control
TSS / BMS
Masterload
Sovkomflot 42K Arctic Shuttle

Samsung Heavy Industries.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Cargo
TSS / Alarm
TSS / BMS

Tankers “Olga Golovushkina” and “Armada Pride”

Armada Pride, thirteenth tanker of Project RST22M, for Palmali Group.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Alarm
TSS / Control
TSS / Cargo
TSS / BMS
Tankers “Mecid Aslanov”, “Begim Aslanova”, “Poet Qabil”, “Armada Breeze” & “Armada Fair”

Türker Shipyard (YARDIMICI) Tanker Series RST22M

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Alarm
TSS / Control
TSS / Cargo

Chemical Barge IBC Type 3

Chemical barge vessel for Scheepswerf de Kaap.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Alarm
TSS / Cargo
Tanker series TB850001 - TB850004

Owner of the series of vessels is Dingheng Shipping, China, who owns and operates a series of chemical and product tanker vessels. The contract is in co-operation with API Marines partner in China, Greenship Co., Ltd. in Shanghai.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
- TSS / Cargo
- TSS / Alarm
- TSS / BMS4
- Masterload

Bunker Tanker

Zamakona Yard 1+1 Bunker Tanker 5000DWT ordered by Spanish shipowner Grupo Suardiaz.

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
- TSS / Alarm
- TSS / Cargo
- TSS / RSS
- TSS / VRC
- Masterload
34500 DWT tankers

Taizhou Sanfu Ship Engineering Co., Ltd

For the tankers of this project API Marine supplied:
TSS / Alarm
TSS / Cargo